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Dark Circles Under Eyes
Causes for Dark Circles Under Eyes and How To Combat Them

Under  eye  shadows  or  dark  circles  under  the  eyes,  also  known  as 
periorbital eye hyperpigmentation, are a very common problem.  But 

there  isn’t  just  one  thing  that  causes  them.   There  are  several  different 
components of dark circles and you may be able to control only some of them.

You have no control over who your ancestors were, so forget about under eye 
shadows if everybody in your family has them. The shape of the face may cause 
the light to play a trick or brown hyperpigmentation of the lower eyelid skin 
may be present. A hint of makeup will fix this “problem.”
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Get More Sleep 
Sleep well at night, the 8 hours are important for so many reasons!

Use The Right Formula For The Problem 
Shadows may be caused by dilated or prominent capillaries that can be seen through the 
thin skin around the eyes, or even produced by some blood leaking from blood vessels 
that are too permeable.  Pigmentation may be caused by too much melanin.

Other  contributors  to  under  eye  shadows  include  skin  laxity,  dry  skin,  hormonal 
disturbances, nutritional deficiencies, and chronic illnesses.

IMAGE MD restoring eye recovery gel 
This eye gel helps to reduce the appearance of fine lines, wrinkles, puffiness and 
dark circles while delivering needed hydration to the eye area. Formulated with 
targeted peptides and plant stem cell extracts to restore a youthful, revitalized 
look.

• Patented  technology  delivers  key  ingredients  to 
improve  the  appearance  of  wrinkles  and  loss  of 
firmness in the eye area. 

• Helps to restore a bright, well-rested appearance to 
the    eyes. 

• A targeted peptide complex reduces the appearance 
of fine lines. 

• Marine  collagen  microspheres  help  to  plump  the 
appearance of crepey skin. 

• Formulated by a plastic surgeon to deliver benefits at-
home.

HOW TO USE:
Pat a pea-sized amount on the area below the eyes, the outer corners and the 
brow bone. Use morning and evening.

Available only from your IMAGE Skincare licensed skincare professional. 

FEATURED INGREDIENTS:
Marine collagen microspheres, Acetyl octapeptide-3, Palmitoyl oligopeptide & palmitoyl tetrapeptide-7, 
Hyaluronic acid
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Image MD is formulated with cutting edge ingredients and deliver systems and 
utilizes  the  latest  advancements  in  skincare  technology.  This  unique  blend  of 

ingredients allows active to be optimally absorbed by the skin, due to it mimicking the 
natural skin matrix, not only by the composition, but also in its structure and fulfilling 
the skin’s most important functions.

“delivery system”, as it is used in the skincare industry, refers to the definition or 
mechanism for how active ingredients reach the deeper layers of the skin in order to 
fulfill their function at a target site. 

Factors that affect delivery: 
Concentration – the higher the concentration of an ingredient, the more the skin will 
try to absorb it.

pH – the lower the pH of a product, the deeper the product will travel into the skin.

Molecular  size  and weight  –  if  the  molecules  of  ingredients  used  are  too  large  to 
penetrate the skin, the product will simply linger on the skin’s surface.
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Characteristics of ingredients – water solubility or lipid-solubility also influences the 
amount of actives that can be absorbed through the skin.

Tripeptide 5
Dipeptide – relaxes wrinkles due to repetitive facial muscle contractions by blocking 
the neurotransmission of the nicontinic acetyhicholin receptor.  A synthetic dipeptide 
with a small molecular weight that smooths expression lines with topical application. 

Marine filling spheres
Dehydrated microspheres of marine collagen and glycosaminoglycans that have the 
capacity to rehydrated and plump when they come in contact with water in the skin.

CPN systems 
Correction
Powerful  AHAs,  retinol  derivatives,  brightening  agents  and  collagen-supporting 
peptides help to stimulate cellular turnover and rejuvenate the skin.

Prevention
Plant-derived stem cell technology, stabilized forms of vitamin c and sun protection 
help to reduce the effects of environmental damage.

Nutrition
Potent botanicals and plant extracts nourish and revitalize the skin.

Image MD products at:
 

Skin & Body Alchemy
971.303.8982

SkinAndBodyAlchemy@gmail.com

120 NE 117th Ave., Rm #2, Vancouver, WA 

Eye Treatment at Skin & Body Alchemy
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